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Fans of the world famous drag racing game will now have the opportunity to experience authentic and exciting CSR Racing gameplay on their mobile devices. Get your hands on the wheels of the world's most famous vehicle. Test your racing skills by competing against the best drag racers from around the world. Collect loot and valuable
gifts to improve your car. Find out more about this amazing game as we take a look at our comprehensive review. Related CSR RacingCSR Racing 2 (MOD Free Shopping)CSR Classics (MOD Unlimited Money)StoryIn the game, players will play as novice street racers who want to make it big in the city. Start by joining the world of
underground racing and test your skills with the best racers around. The game focuses on the speed and upgrade of your car. Each car is equipped with a certain level that you have to do your best to get a higher level car. Higher levels, better speed and control of the car you will offer. There are two things you should pay attention to in
the game which are money and skill. That's all it takes to make it big in the city. You have to collect as many gold and dollars as possible to make the upgrades and purchases possible. In addition, it is also important for you to hone your driving skills through many challenges and interesting driving modes. Develop a variety of skills to help
you win against multiple enemies. Here you will find all the interesting features that the game offers:For hardcore racing fans, CSR Racing is your best chance to get yourself behind the wheel of your favorite vehicle. That said, the game features more than 100 different cars, all of which are officially licensed. Here you can choose between
dozens of your favorite cars that are all accurately designed. Choose your favorite ride among prestigious supercars from world-renowned manufacturers such as McLaren, Aston Martin, Ferrari, Bugatti, and more. CSR Racing gamers will start their journey by participating in small races around the environment. Challenge the racing crew
around you and lower them through devastating victories. Defeat their bosses and rule the way as you progress to the next level. Each crew at CSR Racing is equipped with a certain level, start with the lower one first. Once you've defeated your opponent, you'll be promoted to a higher level, which also means better cars, tougher
challenges, and more skilled opponents. Travel between different locations and make your racer drop the strongest opponents. Earn valuable rewards and move on to the next location. And along with owning a car better, you can also improve your journey by making it upgraded using different parts. Each car in CSR comes with seven
parts that can be upgraded 5 times each. Choose to upgrade your engine for better overall speed, turbo you for better acceleration, nitrous for improved speed, better sustain body during collisions, new tires for better control, and so on. In fact, you can even take one extreme upgrade that is only available in this street racing game. That
said, you can remove unnecessary parts to reduce the weight of your car, and more. The possibilities are endless in CSR Racing.And along with many exciting upgrades, players in CSR racing can also take advantage of the exciting customizations the game offers to dress up their cars. Start by choosing a cool special paint for your car.
Choose between dozens of models in the Paint store or even paint your car using your own artistic creativity. Or you can also give your car a new license plate. Engrave your favorite numbers and paint them with unique colors to make your car stand out on the streets. You can even customize your machine and give it unique paintings
and parts to fit your own theme. And finally, the game features an awesome decal that can be easily placed in your car. Just choose your favorite decal and have it in your car in just a few minutes. Gamers in CSR Racing will never get bored because the game provides many interesting game modes that will satisfy even the most
skeptical players. Regular racing - start by enjoying offline racing games as you participate in regulation races. Choose between three different difficulties and race times, then fight the toughest crew members in your neighborhood. Collect valuable cash prizes, the harder the challenge, the better the prize. Daily Battles - For those looking
for a fast and rewarding racing event, these races are sure to satisfy you. Gamers only need to play the game for a few minutes each day to collect amazing rewards. Every day, there will be a specific event for you to sign up for, with each player who finishes the event will have the opportunity to unlock valuable rewards without having to
do too much work. Ladder Races - And if you want to take the game to another level, Ladder Races definitely has to satisfy you. Start by playing in simple races, the difficulties will slowly increase, allowing you to experience tougher challenges as you progress. Crew Battles - This is your main gameplay and is where you will compete with
the toughest crew in the underground world. Lower them and advance to a higher level. Unlock new Tiers to have better cars and rewards. High Stakes - Once you've defeated the team crew leader at least 3 times, this mode will be available. Gamers will have the opportunity to challenge the crew leaders in betting where they earn money
if they are and lose money if the leader wins. Racing Limited – And if you think you're good enough to take racing to the extreme, CSR Racing also offers a limited mode where some statistics and car upgrades are not allowed. So, should utilize their skills instead of their better cars. Special Cars - Race against other drivers using certain
car models. Master all the vehicles to defeat the game. Manufacturer Specific – It's like a Specific Car, but the options are a little more varied because you can choose a car from one manufacturer. Here in CSR Racing, gamers are also introduced to exciting tournaments, where you will get the chance to compete with real racing
monsters. World Tour - Participate in epic racing events and compete with other racers in various racing modes. Have your driver drive in the total freak car given during the Test Drive. And compete with other drivers using the same car with identical statistics. And after the World Tour, players can challenge others in a rematch if they
think the result is unfair. The International – Competes with the best racers in the biggest drag races. Ride a few cars in a 1/4-mile race. All results will be considered while determining the winner. Or experience in replay events and drive in all the different cars in your collection. And finally, gamers and test their luck and skills in the
Slingshot challenge. Have a random car given to you and your opponents and compete in a balanced race. Those with slower cars can have the right to start first. And it would be a shame not to have online gameplay in such a big racing title right? Nevertheless, in CSR Racing, players are also introduced to many exciting online racing
games along with their offline challenges. That said, you can compete with friends who also play games by connecting your Facebook account. See your friends progress and challenge them in one-on-one races at any time. Put them down and show them who the real boss is. In addition, the game also features an annual season mode
where you can compete with online gamers for the ultimate prize. CSR Racing is one of the few racing games that comes with amazing rewards. That said, you can easily collect daily rewards by participating in daily races. Or take part in exciting racing events and win your precious loot. Most importantly, all the best drivers in CSR Racing
all want seasonal rewards, which can tempt even the most skilled racers in the game. The game is currently free to play on the Android platform. Which means you can easily install it on your mobile device at no cost. In addition, useful rewards also make it very attractive to online gamers. However, some of you may find in the application
is rather annoying. That's why we're more than happy to give you our CSR Racing Mod APK that comes with all the amazing features you want. That said, you can easily make in-store purchases without wasting your money, speeding up the upgrade process and your profits to supercars in no time. Find out more interesting options as
you progress in CSR Racing.CSR Racing is one of the great racing games that you can enjoy in your mobile games without being distracted by tingling or stuttering. Apart from the beautiful 3D graphics, the game is still relatively optimized, allowing the game to be played on lower-end devices. Experience high-speed racing with accurate
physics, mind-blowing visual effects, and more with CSR racing. For the first time, gamers are exposed to realistic street racing at CSR Racing. Get ready to engage in authentic street races where you'll be surrounded by trash talk from your opponents, crazy screams from the crowd, growling machines, and more. All combined to provide
a unique experience like never before. The APK installs it on your device. Extract the OBB file to /SDCARD/Android/obb/com.naturalmotion.csrracing. Make sure the OBB file (main.21363.com.naturalmotion.csrracing.obb) is in the com.naturalmotion.csrracing folder. Start the game again. Enjoy! For hardcore drag racing fans, CSR Racing
is all you want, and more. Never have a dull moment in this ever-evolving game. The dragster racing series with the most sold over 130 million downloads That's the spirit of CSR Racing. The ultimate test of urban dragster racing, with over 100 licensed cars, sensational graphics, captivating gameplay and more intense multiplayer online
competitions. FLY OVER 95 MOST PRESTIGIOUS LICENSED CARS in the world manufacturers, such as Ferrari, McLaren, Bugatti, Aston Martin, Koenigsegg and Hennessey. MULTIPLAYER - Compete online the best CSR players to win special new cars and conquer the world rankings! BEAT ALL TEAMS and you rule over the city.
But be careful, your opponents don't have language in their pockets! Defeat each team leader and become the new king of asphalt. Asphalt.
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